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May be viewed Three Days preceding, and Catalogues had, at Messrs. THE highest Bidder to be the Buyer ;
and if any dispute arise between two or more Bidders, the Lot so in dispute shall be immediately put up again
and re-sold. No person to advance less than Is. In the case of Lots upon which there is a reserve, the
Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the Seller. The Purchasers to give in their Names and Places
of Abode, and to pay down 5s. Chbistie, Manson, and Woods not being responsible for the correct description,
genuineness, or authenticity of, or any fault or defect in, any Lot; and making no warranty whatever. To
prevent inaccuracy in delivery, and inconvenience in the settlement of the Purchases, no lot can on any
account bo removed during the time of Sale ; and the remainder of the Purchase-Money must absolutely be
paid on the delivery. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, the money deposited in part of
payment shall be forfeited ; all Lots un- cleared within the time aforesaid shall be re-sold by public or private
Sale, and the deficiency if any attending such re-sale shall be made good by the Defaulter at this Sale.
Showing the method of ploughing the damp earth after the subsiding of the over- flow ; the Lybian Desert in
the distance 15 in. LD L 30 in, by 25 in. A 87 Portrait op Mrs. Pritoharp, the actress, in grey damask dress and
black lace veil 49 in. From the Collection of Mr. Bacoblli, with a mask ; and an Engraving, by J. Smith 2 80
in. Portrait of Lady Hamilton. Exhibited at Burlington House, J. Charlotte Desmares, the actress 9 in.
Leicester, in blue and white robe and crimson scarf SIR P. Q Charles I. Phillips and his dog " Friend " 38 in.
From the Collection of the late W. On panel â€” 12 j in. Q Portrait op Mr.
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Excerpt from Catalogue of Ancient and Modern Pictures, Water-Colour Drawings and Sculpture: The Property of Mrs.
Alfred Morrison III. In the case of Lots upon which there is a reserve, the Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf
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Share Additional Resources for you to Explore In the 19th century, Modern Art broke away with traditional
art schools and began a revolution in art. Make sure to read about the Impressionism movement which was
already departing from conventional art in the s and s. To get a sense of the direction art was taking at that
time, go see the work of pivotal artists like the Dutch Vincent Van Gogh and the French Paul Gaugin and
Henri Matisse. They were instrumental in paving the road for Modern Art to emerge. Early in the 20th
century, the Trocadero Ethnographic Museum in Paris played a major role influencing emerging modern
artists with its works and artifacts from diverse cultures of Africa, Asia and the Americas, despite displaying
their collections in not quite optimal conditions. Visit their websites and take a look. Modern art brought
changes to major established museums, adding special sections to their exhibition space in order to showcase
modern works. If interested in learning more about the history and evolution of museums, take a look at this
TED Lesson by J. The Spaniard Pablo Picasso , considered one of the most important artists of the 20th
Century, and always in the lookout to break new ground in modern art, was a pioneer of the Cubism
movement, along the French artist George Braque. Picasso was very active working in painting, drawing,
sculpture, printmaking, ceramics and even stage designs. He was an incredibly prolific artist. Make sure to
visit these links. Many artists followed the route established by Picasso. Take a look at works by the Italian
Amedeo Modigliani and the Rumanian Constantin Brancusi , both residents of Paris, who were also
influenced by masks and figures from sub-Saharan Africa. Some German expressionists artists were also
exposed to African sculptures at museums in Berlin and Munich, and began to use African aesthetics and
spirituality to produce works that combined post-Impressionist colors and techniques with abstract elements in
stylized compositions. Modern art generated an artistic chain reaction. Other artists followed different paths,
like the Russian Wassily Kandinsky and the Swiss Paul Klee who were developing a new form of modern art
called Abstract Art. They visited Tunisia in northern Africa and got inspired by Islamic culture to produce
major works of art. The British sculptor Henry Moore looked at pre-Columbian cultures for inspiration,
especially the unusual sculptures of the Maya-Toltec culture. Pre-Columbian art was also of extreme
importance to Josef Albers , a pioneer of 20th Century modernism. Albers, a former Bauhaus professor in
Germany, migrated to America in with his wife Ani, also an artist. In the USA he continued teaching, writing
and creating art in many forms. The couple visited Mexico many times between and and said: For these artists,
inspiration from ancient cultures initiated an aesthetic revolution felt to this day. All of the art featured in this
video, in order of appearance: The Ambassadors - Hans Holbein the Younger, , oil on oak 3. Self-Portrait
without Beard - Vincent van Gogh, , oil on canvas 4. At the Moulin Rouge: The Dance - Henri de
Toulouse-Lautrec, , oil on canvas 8. Impression Sunrise - Claude Monet, , oil on canvas Self-Portrait - Paul
Gaugin, , oil on canvas Where Do We Come From? Where Are We Going? Arab Town - Wassily Kandinsky,
, tempera on cardboard Map of Africa - Abraham Ortelius, Map of Africa showing divisions of states, Map
of Africa - A. African Masks - Late 19thth century, various people, various materials Portrait of Mlle Pogany
- Constantin Brancusi, , white marble and limestone block Reclining Figure - Henry Moore, , bronze casting
cast Homage to the Square: La Tehuana - Josef Albers, , oil on canvas Homage to the Square - Josef Albers, ,
oil on canvas Blue, White, Grey - Josef Albers, , oil on canvas Clark - Josef Albers, , oil on canvas Study for
Homage to the Square: Still Remembered - , oil on masonite [digital reconstruction]
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Catalogue Of Ancient And Modern Pictures Water Colour Drawings Document for Catalogue Of Ancient And Modern
Pictures Water Colour Drawings is available in various format such as PDF, DOC and ePUB which.
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Catalogue of Important Water-Colour Drawings and Ancient and Modern Pictures From the Collection of William Cosier,
Esq., Deceased Others, the Property of George Arthur Fuller, Esq., Deceased, Late of the Rookery, Dorking; Thirty-Four
Drawings by W. Muller, Described in Solly's Life of the Artist by Christie Manson and Woods.
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Please support our book restoration project by becoming a Forgotten Books member.
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Catalogue of ancient and modern pictures and water-colour drawings: from the collections of John Alexander, Esq.
deceased, late of 49 Porchester Terrace, Alexander Bowman, Esq., deceased, of Edinburgh, Walter Long, Esq., of
Preshaw, Bishop's Waltham: and pictures by old masters, the property of a nobleman, the property of a baronet, and
from.
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